Introduction
The Lugiato-Lefever Equation (LLE), first developed to provide a description of spatial dissipative structures in optical systems [1] , has recently made a significant impact in the integrated photonics community, where it has been adopted to help understand and predict Kerr-mediated nonlinear optical phenomena such as parametric frequency comb generation [2, 3] inside microresonators [4] [5] [6] . The LLE is essentially an application of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) [7] to a damped, driven Kerr nonlinear resonator, so that a periodic boundary condition is applied. Importantly, a slow-varying time envelope is stipulated, resulting in a mean-field solution in which the field does not vary within a round trip. This constraint, which differentiates the LLE from the more general Ikeda map [8] , significantly simplifies calculations while still providing excellent physical representation for a wide variety of systems. In particular, simulations based on the LLE formalism have enabled modeling that quantitatively agrees with reported experimental results on microcomb generation [9, 10] (e.g., in terms of spectral bandwidth), and have also been central to theoretical studies that have provided better insight into novel nonlinear dynamics that can be supported by Kerr nonlinear microresonators [11] [12] [13] .
The great potential of microresonator frequency combs (microcombs) in a wide variety of applications [3, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] suggests the need for efficient and widely accessible computational tools to more rapidly further their development. Although LLE simulations are commonly performed by research groups working in the field, to our knowledge no free software package for solving this equation in an easy and fast way is currently available. Here, we introduce pyLLE, an open-source LLE solver for microcomb modeling. It combines the user-friendliness of the Python programming language and the computational power of the Julia programming language.
with t being the slow time and τ the fast time (i.e −t R /2 ≤ τ ≤ t R /2), t R the round trip time, α = αL + θ are the total round trip losses in the cavity and δ 0 = ω pump − ω 0 the detuning of the pump field with respect to the closest cold-cavity resonance ω 0 .
For systems with a complex dispersion profile, such as microring resonators, instead of using a Taylor expansion of the dispersion that results in a set of different β coefficients (i.e., dispersion to different orders), it is often more convenient and accurate to work with the integrated dispersion D int = ω µ − (ω 0 + D 1 µ), with µ an integer representing the mode number relative to the pump resonance (for which µ=0), ω µ is the angular frequency of the µ th mode, and D 1 is the angular free-spectral range evaluated at the pumped resonance (i.e., D 1 /2π is the free-spectral range in units of Hz). This implies that one has to work in the frequency domain. Considering the approximation of the slowly-varying envelope, one can consider the Fourier transform, FT, and inverse Fourier transform, FT −1 , relative to the fast time τ. Hence, equation (4) becomes the one implemented in the package presented here:
This approach is similar to the one found in Hansson and Wabnitz [8] , for simulating the Kerr dynamics across a large number of modes using the Coupled Mode Theory (CMT) formalism. It is convenient indeed to work in the frequency domain, as it avoids the approximation of truncating the dispersion beyond a certain order, and the resonance frequencies can be found accurately using a Maxwell's equation eigenvalue solver. Moreover, working in the frequency domain allows the use of well-developed computational libraries for executing the Fourier transform operation in one iteration of the split-step Fourier technique, and is the approach implemented in the pyLLE package.
pyLLE Description

Introduction to pyLLE
Several approaches for solving the complex field of a multi-mode resonator have been studied, including Coupled Mode Theory (CMT) and the LLE. However, the LLE provides a temporal approach which is well suited to study Kerr non-linear resonators, especially in the context of soliton microcombs. Our fundamental goal in the pyLLE package is to provide a fast, efficient, platform-independent and freely available tool for simulating the LLE, to enable researchers with interest in microcombs to simulate their behavior without requiring in-depth knowledge of the LLE formalism or its numerical implementation.
The bulk of the computation is done through the Julia back-end. The Julia language provides an efficient computational interface with BLAS (basic linear algebra subprograms), enabling reuse of the same Fast Fourier Transform plan (i.e plan fft) throughout several iterations of a loop, resulting in an overall simulation that lasts only a few minutes. Python provides complementary functionality, with easy scripting, display of figures, and saving of results.
To assess the performance of the solver, we perform the same simulation of a Si 3 N 4 ring resonator (described in more detail in the documentation of ref. [23] ) using fixed hardware (a commercial laptop, the MacBook Pro 2017 3.1 GHz Intel Core i5, RAM 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3) and three different software implementations, pyLLE, a pure Python version, and Matlab-based code [24] . We find that the simulation, in which the field behavior across 244 modes of the resonator is calculated, is an order of magnitude faster using pyLLE than the pure Python approach, and almost twice as fast as a Matlab solver (Table 1) . We note that Matlab has a proprietary license, in comparison to the open-MIT license of pyLLE. As mentioned above, pyLLE is not only fast but highly user-friendly, thanks to the Python language which is becoming an increasingly valuable resource in the scientific toolbox. Below we describe a full example of how to use pyLLE, which consists ultimately of only a few lines of code. The complete example is accessible online [23] 
Example of pyLLE use
In this section, we step through an example of how a simulation is set up and executed in pyLLE. We assume the pyLLE package has been installed on the user local machine following the instructions available in ref. [23] 
Setting up pyLLE
Let's start by importing the package import pyLLE
One has to define the resonator parameters. The parameters in the code above are mostly self-explanatory and are chosen to fit the physical device investigated. The dispfile parameter should be a raw text file, without header, in a "comma separated value" (csv) format consisting of the integer azimuthal mode orders and corresponding resonance frequencies (in Hz) as the first and second column, respectively. Importantly, the parameter names are the ones commonly used in the LLE formalism, hence some follow the Greek alphabet. To improve the usability of pyLLE, one can define a parameter either by its Greek symbol or through its Latin name (e.g one can use either γ or gamma).
The next step is to define the simulation parameters through the dictionary: In the parameters described above, one specifies a simulation with pump power Pin in the input coupling bus waveguide of 150 mW, with a linear detuning ramp of the pump from δ ω init to δ ω end relative to the pump mode angular frequency, i.e. the mode closest to the defined pump frequency f pmp. The simulation length Tscan is in units of number of round trips, as is most convenient in the LLE formalism. Two parameter ranges for the simulation frequency range have to be defined, µ fit, which determines the fit window for the raw data found in dispfile, and µ sim which is the number of modes simulated in the LLE. µ sim can differ from µ fit (i.e., the simulation can be performed over a truncated range or can be expanded over a larger range through extrapolation).
Once the resonator and simulation parameters are set, one can easily initiate the pyLLE class: solver = pyLLE . LLEsolver ( sim = sim , res = res )
Dispersion Analysis
To plot and retrieve all the dispersion data, the method solver.Analyze has to be called, resulting in the plot of the integrated dispersion D int , and returning the handle of the figure (and axes if using matplotlib). Here, one extrapolates (orange curve -fit dispersion) outside of the spectral window containing the raw dispersion data (green circles), to enable a simulation over a broader spectral range (blue dashed line). One has to be careful about using this extrapolation feature, to make sure that the extrapolated dispersion is a reasonable physical representation of the dispersion. For example, extrapolation can result in ripples in the integrated dispersion, creating zero-crossings that are artifacts that will influence the LLE simulation results.
Temporal Simulation
The core function of pyLLE is to solve the full temporal Lugiato-Lefever Equation as described in eq. (5). The solver implemented in this package is based on a Julia core called through python. To interface both languages easily, a .hdf5 file is created in a temporary location with all the necessary data to solve the LLE.
We first set up the solver:
solver . Setup () After which we call the temporal solver :
A progress bar has been implemented which displays the state of the current simulation, making it convenient to assess the time a simulation will take and when it is complete. To process the data through python, one has to retrieve the Julia data using the method:
The pyLLE class includes methods to ease the plotting process. The solver.PlotCombPower method ( fig.3 ) provides an overview of the microcomb behavior, plotting the spectra, time envelope, and comb power inside the resonator for the different steps of the LLE, which are sub-sampled for faster display. To obtain a better idea of the microcomb behavior for a given laser-cavity mode detuning, we can plot the spectrum and the temporal profile of the electric field in the resonator at a fixed LLE step: The temporal profile can also be retrieved, which can be interesting, for example, in the case when we are on a soliton state for the given detuning, and by comparing the position of the soliton relative to the origin of time which is linked to the soliton drift: 
Steady-state Simulation
Instead of solving the full temporal LLE in eq (5), we can instead consider solutions to the steady-state LLE, i.e., considering the right-hand side of eq (5) Newton's method can be used to find steady-state solutions and is implemented in the method self.SolveSteadySteate. Although it gives fast results, the accuracy of such a solver remains questionable compared to a full temporal resolution of the equation (in particular, the convergence of the Newton's method is not always assured).
To run the steady-state solver, one has to set it up in the same way as in the temporal method (see sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.2 ), i.e. defining the two dictionaries res and sim as in the example above, and calculating the dispersion profile. Here it is not necessary to use the method self.Setup, as the Newton's method places relatively low computational demands and thus everything is solved with Python.
However, the main difference with respect to the temporal solver is the introduction of a fixed detuning δ ω of the pump relative to the closest mode, so that:
solver . sim [ 'δω'] = -5 e9 *2* np . pi # this value corresponds to the detuning at the end of the soliton step in the temporal simulation
The results of the steady-state Newton's method solver, with the function call indicated below, produces the spectrum shown in Fig. 6 and returns the figure handle:
S o l v e S t e a d y S t e a t e () Load the output hdf5 saved by Julia and transform it in a user-friendly dictionary to be more suited for use with Python
LLEsolver.PlotCombPower(self, do matplotlib=False)
Plot a figure with 3 subplots.
• Top subplot = map of the spectra for the steps taken by the LLE (step sub-sampled to be 1000)
• Middle subplot = temporal map of the intensity inside the resonator for the steps of the LLE
• Bottom subplot = normalized comb power
• Output -f <obj>: matplotlib/plotly figure handle -ax <obj>: matplotlib axes handle (if plotly, only returns f)
LLEsolver.PlotCombSpectra(self, ind, f=None, ax=None, label=None, pwr='both', do matplotlib=False, plot=True)
Plot the spectrum for a given index in the 1000 sub-sampled LLE steps
• Input -ind <ind>: index in the LLE step for which the spectrum will be plotted -f <obj>: matplotlib figure handle (if None, new figure) -ax <obj>: matplotlib axes handle -label <str>: label for the legend -pwr <str>: 'both', 'ring', 'wg' depending on the spectra wanted (inside the ring, the waveguide, or both)
• Output -freq <numpy.array>: frequency in Hz -Sout <numpy.array>: spectral density of power in the waveguide (dBm) -Sring <numpy.array>: spectral density of power in the ring (dBm) -f <obj>: matplotlib/plotly figure handle -ax <obj>: matplotlib axes handle (if plotly, only returns f)
LLEsolver.PlotSolitonTime(self, ind, f=None, ax=None, label=None, do matplotlib=False)
Plot the spectra for a given index in the 1000 sub-sampled LLE step LLEsolver.SaveResults(self, fname, path='./') Save the whole class using the pickle package, which makes it easy to load back the saved results
• Input
-fname <str>: name to save. The '.pkl' extension will be added -path <str>: path to save the results (defaults './') • Input:
-f center <float>: pump frequency -file <str>: .txt file to load -R <float>: radius of the resonator -rM fit <list>.: lower and upper bounds of mode to fit the dispersion -rM sim <list>.: lower and upper bounds of the modes to extrapolate for the simulation -f <obj>: matplotlib figure handle -ax <obj>: matplotlib axes handle -label <list>: list of the string for each plot to be labeled -plottype <str>: define the type of plot 'all' [defaults], 'sim', 'fit', 'fem', 'ind' AnalyzeDisp.GetDint(self) Retrieve the dispersion of a resonator based on the frequency of resonance and azimuthal mode order. The data are fit using a cubic spline method
• Output: -self.PrM fit: scipy.interpolate object which fitted the data -self.Dint fit: fitted integrated dispersion for the simulated mode -self.neff pmp: effective index at the pump frequency -self.ng pmp: group index at the pump frequency
